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Ricardo
2018 Black AES Colt to make 16.3hh
A grandson of the amazing stallion Bellissimo who brought
always great ridability ,n the sport,performance to Grand
Prix. His lines trace back in both Westfalia and Rheinland,
bringing the blood of Romadour. Belissimo himself was
also a Bundeschampionat winner. Combined with the
exceptional talent for high level brought by Gribaldi, this
young horse has everything, for the top. Gribaldi produced
over 90 Grand Prix horses and this youngster has the type
and movement to follow.
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£26,000
Owner Lynne Crowden & Richard Bolton – 07768323351

Resolution
2019 Brown Hannoverian Filly to make 17hh
An unmissable daughter of the triple world champion
Revolution who was also the price highlight of his
Hannoverian Stallion licensing, bringing over €1.2m. a record
at the time.
As importantly is the fantastic dam line which includes not
only Zack, Don Schufro and Royal Diamond, but also is the
direct line of both Diamond Hit, Sandro Hit, Royal Hit and
many, many more. This is a rare opportunity to but into this
fantastic line for both sport and breeding. Her half and her full
sister have already both received accolades in the sport
through Bd and Futurity.
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£35,000
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Querrida
2018 Black Oldenburg Mare to make 16.3hh
A big moving daughter of the Berlin Brandenburg line that
comes through the famous Poetin siblings and brings the
Bundeschampion blood of Quarterback. The Woodlander line
of the great St Pr Savannah, by Sao Paulo, also brought
already a Grand Prix and Internationally licensed son
Woodlander Rockstar, a two star winning and internationally
licensed son Woodlander Wesuvio, and through her Elite
daughter, Foxy Lady, already two further stallions
Wedgewood, purchased by Dutch Team Vet, Jan Greve and
winner of the Five Year Old Eventing Championship in
Sweden and Woodlander Grand Designs, licensed for
Hannover and now competing in sport. Another famous face,
Michael Eilberg, sits on his “gift horse” Woodlander Daltrey,
at PSG and Inter I. This super four year old mare backed only
in March and won the BD Four Year Old Young Horse Class
at her first attempt.
SOLD
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
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Waldo Pepper
2019 Black Hannoverian Colt to make 16.3hh
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A tall. Black and elegant son of Small Tour stallion,
Woodlander Wild Child who is additionally, a son of the
double World Champion Woodlander Farouche. This
youngster is lightly backed and shows fantastic
temperament with his dam line, through the Don Frederico
daughter Delta Lady, tracing back to double Reserve World
Champion and German team horse, Imperio. Further
behind come the Trakehner lines of Ravel and the
interesting foundation sire of the S line, Sacramento Song
xx
£28000
Owner Lynne Crowden & Rachel Crook – Breeder Rachel Crook 07768323351

Senscionale
2019 Chestnut Oldenburg Stallion to make 16.2hh
More World Championship blood here with this compact and
uphill moving youngster with a top temperament to match that
of his world beating father So Unique. This special son of
another triple champion, Sezuan. So Unique was awarded
premium stallion at the Hanoverian Stallion Licensing in
2017, where he was the auction highlight. In 2018, he was
again premium stallion at his licensing in Danish Warmblood
and later on he won the 35-days performance test in Denmark
with the total score of 8,72. He was given 9,0 for the trot,
canter, rideability and capacity, and no marks were under 8,5.
His impressive appearance, evidently influenced by the greatgrandsire, Weltmeyer, and his impressive gaits make him a
very special recommendation for future breeding. In 2018
So Unique became Bundeschampionate for three-year-old
stallions.
With an overall score of 9.64, he was the champion of the first
edition of the four-year-old final at the World Championships
for Young Dressage Horses in 2019 in Ermelo/NED - So
Unique continues to be in a league of his own with Eva
Möller. 10.0 for walk, 9.8 for perspective, 9.7 for canter and
rideability, 9.0 for trot - and far ahead of the other
competitors. Already at his stallion performance test and in
his victory at the German Championships, dream scores were
hailing for this radiant stallion, who was premium stallion in
Hanover and Denmark and left the Verden licensing as the top
price of the Stallion Market.
The dam line does not disappoint and came from the
legendary Dutch stud De Watermoelen. £ POA
£30,000
Owner & Breeder – Nikki Heath - 07415998569
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So Scandalous
2020 Black Hannoverian Gelding to make 16.3hh
Bred by Beaumont Stud and purchased by Woodlander as
a foal, this big moving son of the high stakes winning
young stallion, So Unique, comes from the Woodlander
success family that brought the Grand Prix mare,
Woodlander Donna Summer. We love this family for sport
and ridability and in this case brings the blood of licensing
Champion, Don Frederico together with the International
blood of German Team Horse Imperio. This is the ideal
time to afford this well bred future prospect, only for sale
due to retirement. Next year you can put a saddle on your
long term partner
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£18,000
Owner – Lynne Crowden Breeder Rachel Crook

Wild Romantic
2020 Chestnut Oldenburg Colt to make 16.3hh
This gorgeous and leggy youngster if full brother to the
Hannoverian UK Stallion Licensing Champion, Wild Love,
sold for six figures in Germany. This is another sensation and
Oldenburg branded can be presented potentially for licensing
in 2022 in Oldenburg or licensed in the UK. With his fantastic
and elastic movement, great type and attitude, he is also for
the top in the sport.
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£POA
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden 07768323351

Ginny with a G
2020 Brown Hannoverian Filly 16.1hh
A dark coated daughter of Grand Designs from the
exceptional Westfalian family that brought both Wavavoom
and the licensing Champion, Wild Love, for Woodlander. In
the back pedigree come multiple state stallion in Westfalia
and Grand prix horses, State Premium mares and some very
famous names. The dam is a beautiful daughter, and BHHS
Youngstock Champion, of her State Premium mother
Waltzing Matilda by Wenzel I out of a Davignon daughter. So
much to come from this beauty who blends Dutch and
German performance blood.
£12,000
Owner & Breeder - Sylvia Tainton
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Secret Sands
2020 Chestnut Hannoverian Filly to make 16.3hh
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Be quick for this golden beauty, a daughter of the3
sensation, Secret, a son of the triple World Champion,
Sezuan, ridden by Dorothy Schneider. Her dam Happy
Days is a daughter of the important stallion, Hotline,
bringing Grand Prix blood of both Gribaldi and De Niro
and in turn, the granddam, bring the fantastic Hannoverian
ridability of Londonderry.
Sensational and utterly beautiful horses at every turn. The
dam Line of our own wonderful Woodlander Clapton, sold
to the US and also the BHHS Supreme Champion Le Chef
from Le Formidable.
£15,000
Owner & Breeder - Sylvia Tainton

Montgomery
2020 Black Hannoverian Colt to make 16.2hh
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What can you say about this impeccable pedigree that features the
Millenium son, Morricone and the world famous Grand Prix horse,
Totilas ridden by Edward Gal. Add to this a dam line that produced
the stallion His Highness, through Sandro Hit and Donnerhall and the
picture is completed. This youngster was retained for International
Licensing and has all the quality you would want but in a smaller
package. A beautiful present for an ambitious lady dressage rider. The
mare family convinces with a sparkling line up of licensed stallions
and top sports horses in Sir Sandro, Donnerprinz, Don Jovi and
Freetown,

£18,000
Owner Rachel Crook & C.Sandrock
Breeder Rachel Crook

Rita
2021 Bay Hannoverian Filly to make 16.3hh
Triple World Champion, Revolution, Bundeschampion
Songline, the dam line of Millenium and everything for
breeding and sport sits in this package. In addition, this leggy
beauty, was also the Champion Filly Foal for the BHHS. Big
moving, elegant and with a fantastic friendly nature, this
could be your best investment ever.
£18,000
Owner & Breeder - Sylvia Tainton
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Joviality
2021 Black/Brown Hannoverian Filly to make 17hh
World Champion Jovian completes the performance picture
of this pedigree which includes the wonderful Blue Hors
Hotline who in his too short career was Licensing
Champion in Hannover, won his 70 day test and produced
more than 40 S level dressage horses. This striking and big
moving filly can make your dreams come so true.
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£14,000
Owner & Breeder – Sylvia Tainton

Good as Gold
2021 Chestnut Colt to make 16.1hh
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This gorgeous chestnut colt was a premium foal and shows
always a special combination of type and movement. His sire
brings the performance blood of Apache and his dam the top
Trakehner blood of Hoerem produced Schwarzgold by
German team horse Imperio. We make no apologies for using
only the most convincing dressage lines as we value
movement and temperament. The dam line itself is the lines of
our stallion Wavavoom and Wild Lover…there is nothing
more to say!
£10,000
Owner Breeder – Sylvia Tainton

Infinity
2021 Brown Hannoverian Filly to make 16.3hh
Forever in love with this filly out of St Pr For Your Love and
from the same breeding mare lines that brought Wavavoom
and Wild Love. Our first mare from this family was bought in
1997 and she has gone on to produce two State Premkum
daughters and this is a daughter of her State Premium Grand
daughter. This filly has everything. A pedigree that features
the Helgstrand stallion In My Mind by Ibiza out of a mare by
the sensational Fidermark and in bred to Florestan through her
dam sire For Compliment. Tall and full of presence, she is a
must for a serious breeder or rider.
£18,000
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
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Frescara
Bay Hannoverian Filly to make 16.2hh
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A Franklin daughter from the family of Woodlander
Double Bubble, she already shows the type of movement
that will take her high in the sport, The pedigree with
Woodlander Wild Child is sure to bring ridability and the
combination of Rousseau the sire of Zack and Franklin
who is mind blowing in his Piaffe work, makes for a very
exciting future. Only for sale as retiring.

£10,000
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Quoolio
2021 Chestnut Hannoverian Colt to make 16.3hh
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What can we say about this son of Quaterhit except that he is
beautiful and full of power. He descends on both sides from a
great family. On the sire side, descendants of Quarterback and
the full sister to Poetin, the World Champion, bring a great
performance package. On the dam side comes the family of
four licensed stallions – Woodlander Rockstar, Woodlander
Wesuvio, Wedgewood and Grand Designs. Each of these
young horses has performed showing a talent for jumping
through their State Premium dam/grand dam, Woodlander
Savannah, who was in the Hannoverian Jumping
Proogramme, with Wedgewood winning the Five Year Old
Eventing Championships in Sweden and Wesuvio, winning
Tattersalls ** in Eventing. Rockstar of course went Grand
Prix with Maria Eilberg. So much to come.
£10,000
Owner & Breeder Carsten Sandrock - 07909966624

For Peace
Brown Hannoverian Colt to make 17hh
It cannot be better for us and so there is a big price tag on this
foal. He is by the Woodlander bred and Oldenburg and
Hannoverian licensed stallion For Kingdom (For Emotion x
Dimaggio) and out of the Rousseau daughter of St Pr For
Your Love from a top Westfalian mother line featuring state
stallions and Grand Prix horses. For us, this family has
already bred Wavavoom and BHHS Champion stallion, Wild
Love so all things being equal this high quality youngster will
make it to the top as both a stallion prospect and a sport horse.
His sire won his 4 year old performance test in Verden.
£28,000
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden 07768323351
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Viozzi
2022 Chestnut Hannoverian Colt to make 16.hh
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A pedigree that combines the blood of Vitalis in a premium
sire with the blood of Wild Child and Woodlander
Farouche in the dam, should not disappoint. This very high
quality and strong colt will only be available to a serious
home. The dam line has produced super children including
the piaffe talent Double Bubble and the dam herself was a
Champion for the BHHS

£15,000
Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden 07768323351

Scarlatta
2022 Black WBS-UK Filly to make 16hh
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Our first foal from our “wunderkind” Sequoia out of a really
interesting mare by French Kiss from a Vivaldi dam The
grandmother is half sister to the dam of the Grand Prix
stallion Dream Boy and of course, French Kiss himself was a
State Champion, Bundeschampion and World Champion.
Vivaldi needs no introduction and behind comes another
~Champion, Olympic Ferro. The sire is a son of the black
phenomenon Secret, a son of Triple World Champion,
Sezuan. Totally bred in the purple, this delicious filly will not
disappoint.
.
£7,500
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden & Carsten Sandrock

Dallaglio
2022 Dark Bay Hannoverian Colt to make 17hh
Bred in the purple out of the half sister to Woodlander
Farouche, this exceptionally strong and uphill colt is sure to
be a star of the future. With Dancier Gold as the sire, a high
scoring participant in his performance test, he received the
Weltmeyer prize to add to his Premium Stallion status. His
dam is young and by Piaffe king Woodlander Double Bubble
but the genetics of her mother, Elite Dornroeschen also shine
through. A good stallion prospect.
£18,000
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden & Nicole Nelson
07768323351
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Frizzante
2022 Chestnut Hannoverian Colt to make 16.3hh
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A shining son of Franz Ferdinand, who is by World
Champion Fuerst Heinrich out of the Grand Prix Elite mare
Woodlander Dornroeschen, Frizante is all you could hope
for. Dornroeschen also claims another World Champion in
her pedigree with the movement and dancing star,
Dimaggio. On the dam side, beauty and power combine
with the daughter of the gracious St Pt Limoncello, Zsa Zsu
by Zack who delivered last year’s BHHS Foal and
Supreme Champion , Le Chef.
£10,000
Owner & Breeder – Carsten Sandrock 07909966624

Grand Jubilee
2022 Chestnut WBS-UK Colt to make 16.2hh
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What a cracker…plenty of type and bling and bucket loads of
movement. His sire descends from the great family of
Woodlander Rockstar, Woodlander Wesuvio, and
Wedgewood..all internationally approved stallions with
serious sports winnings and credentials from Grand Prix
dressage to eventing championships. This is a very classy
dressage or event prospect with the blood of Hotline and the
thoroughbred Lauries Crusader xx through Londonderry.
.
£9,000
Owner & Breeder Sylvia Tainton

Galatea
2022 Chestnut WBS-UK Filly to make 16.1hh
From the dam line of Double Bubble and out of a mare by Sir
Fidergold, everything in this pedigree sings for dressage
performance. Double World Champion Florencio stands as
the paternal grandsire and the great Fidermark couples the F
line on the dam side. Already a successful mare family with
the great potential Grand Prix talent, Woodlander Double
Bubble. The Bundeschampion performer Laudabilis also
comes from this line.
£10,000
Owner & Breeder - Eva Maria Broomer 07834194821
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2022 Bay Hannoverian Colt to make 16.3hh
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A repeat order of a top piece of breeding from last year’s
high scoring Wavavoom colt, Walter is everybody’s dream.
Wavavoom is a proven sire of top offspring with wonderful
ridability for the ambitious novice and gaits for a
professional. Dam, Delta Lady carries great genetics
featuring Donnerhall, Consul and Imperio close up in the
page and all with serious credentials for the sport. This
youngster looks and feels a prince amongst princes.

£9,000
Owner & Breeder – Rachel Crook

Fritz
2022 Bay Hannoverian Colt to make 16.1hh
A fantastic and big moving bay colt with two top family lines
linked by iconic Trakehner stallions in Caprimond and
Millenium. Caprimond is the grand sire of the Grand Prix
mother of Franz Ferdinand, Woodlander Dornroechen and the
beautiful mare Magic Megane descends directly from the
grandmother of Millenium, Mazurka Magica with her half
sister St Per Merle, being the m other of Millenium. Add in
the top Trakehner sport sire, EH Consul and the
Bundeschampion, Songline, and you have it all….and so does
this young man.
.
£10,000
Owner & Breeder Sylvia Tainton
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